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Editorial
Not being able to attend the last couple of meetings, including the Spring Games Weekend has made
editing this MilMud all the more interesting. I hope those of you who were there recognise the games (If
not, that would be a good reason to start your next article). Those of you following the articles about the
Washington Conference will understand how I come to this point. Sharing different experiences of our
games enriches the journal and the hobby. Happy reading!

Daniel T Shaw
Contributions for Military Muddling
To: Daniel T Shaw, preferably as ASCII Text or Word documents, by
e-mail to MilMud@chestnutlodge.org.uk or clwg@ProjExpertise.com
but you can also send paper or disks to:
La Montvallière 3 rue du Capitaine Lacuzon, 39150 St Laurent en Grandvaux France

Officers
Events Organiser: Jim Wallman events@chestnutlodge.org.uk
Games Organiser: Brian Cameron games@chestnutlodge.org.uk
Military Muddling Editor: Daniel T Shaw MilMud@chestnutlodge.org.uk
Treasurer: Andrew Hadley
Admin Officer: John Rutherford

Events
Sunday 1 June 2008 Anerley Methodist Church

Napoleonic Naval Game – Martin

Saturday 7 June 2008 HMS Belfast. SENGOKU SI MEGAGAME. To book contact Megagame Makers
Friday 4 - Sunday 6 July 2008 Knuston Hall Wellingborough Conference of Wargamers - COW 2008
Sunday 6 July 2008 Anerley Methodist Church

Battle of the Yellow Sea – Mukul
Blind Lemon Johnson (design session) - Mukul

See also http://games.groups.yahoo.com/group/clwg/ and http://www.chestnutlodge.org.uk/
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CLWG SPRING GAMES WEEKEND 12-13 April 2008
As ever, we have a good crop of on and offside reports from the Spring Games Weekend:

“Everybody Dies” Onside report by Jim Wallman
This was a short game idea inspired by a commercial computer game about the ‘real time’ conduct of
nuclear war called ‘DEFCON’. This isn’t the first time a computer game has been used as the engine for a
game – but in this case the main reason for using DEFCON was the atmospheric visuals it provided, which
we were able to project onto the wall – which together with a dimly lit room was intended to create a
‘bunker war room’ atmosphere. This, with a team of players taking targeting decisions, Rob Cooper and I
thought might make an interesting game.

We were lucky that I was able to grab a couple of spare rooms as well, so the set up was possible in two
adjacent rooms, with Rob running a computer in one, and myself in the other. And, after momentary
technical mayhem (sorted out by Dave Boundy in the end “You’ve got the cable the wrong way round”...
D’oh!) we have the system networked and the Freedonian and Bosrovian strategic headquarters teams were
soon staring grimly at the computer display boards.
Each side had to make deployment decisions, placing radars, silos, airbase and fleets, and then as the Defon
status counted down from 5 (peacetime alert, no fighting) to 1 (everything goes) so more and more of their
forces started to interact.
The game has a few concessions to ‘reality’ – to make it worthwhile as a playable computer game, one of
which is that ABM defences actually work and have to be overwhelmed by a combination of offensive
forces. This means that the order you fire, the timing of strikes and the combination of weapon attacks can
make the difference between defeat and victory – though both of these are difficult concepts when the
‘winning’ side still loses tens of millions of people.
In the event, the game, which lasted a little over an hour, resulted in a ‘victory’ for Freedonia.
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Both sides adopted a similar initial policy of ‘strike with everything immediately’. However, the Freedonia
victory came about as a result of a change of targeting priority from offensive to defensive at a critical time
during massive the Bosrovian ICBM assault. As a result quite a few Bosrovian missiles were shot down,
whereas the Freedonian missiles were hitting, mainly unopposed.
I didn’t take a note of the final result, but I think the Bosrovians lost something like 60 million and the
Freedonians about 40 million. More significant was that the Freedonians had nuclear warheads left at the
end, whereas the Bosrovians had fired everything they had. Time for post-war reconstruction and peace
talks?
It was an interesting game, though with only two players per side they agreed on targeting very readily – I
would have liked more time-pressured discussion, and I think that would need three or 4 players per team.
Of course the computer game will support up to six player teams….so in addition to the USA and Russia
area that we used for our game we could easily add Europe, China/Asia, as well as fantasy sides like South
America and Africa. That would create a much more significant political dimension as alliances could
form and reform.
So that’s six teams of 4, plus six umpires – 30 players…..hmmm

“Everybody Dies” Offside Report by Jon Casey
And we will all go together when we go.
What a comforting fact that is to know.
Universal bereavement,
An inspiring achievement,
Yes, we will all go together when we go.
We will all go together when we go.
All suffused with an incandescent glow.
No one will have the endurance
To collect on his insurance,
Lloyd’s of London will be loaded when they go….
TOM LEHRER

In the game briefing Jim and Rob described the idea as being “to use a commercial computer game
(DEFCON) as the engine for a role-playing game about the conduct of nuclear war. Played with two sides,
the game is about the real time decision making during the final stage of a build-up to war and the outbreak
of general hostilities.”
The briefing suggested that a team of 3 or 4 people would have roles as the heads of the various strategic
nuclear forces. In the event we had teams of two which was ample to handle the decision-making
workload – after the initial deployment decisions there were in fact few real decisions to take, and in any
case the volume of command decisions that could be fed into the game system was limited as much by the
umpire’s interaction with the computer as by the players’ capacity – but not enough to generate an internal
role-playing game or significant debate about options.
The first stage of the game was to decide on the deployment of our strategic forces - as Freedonia John
Rutherford and I disposed of 6 missile silos, each of which could be in ICBM or ABM mode at any one
time, 4 airbases each supporting both bombers and fighters, and 7 radars, and 6 fleets to which we could
assign 12 battleships, 12 carriers, and 12 submarines.
Once the forces were deployed, the game moved inexorably through the DEFCONs, with naval units
engaging in limited combat in DEFCONs 3 and 2, until we reached DEFCON 1 and Armageddon broke
loose.
Freedonia decided on a policy of launching all its ICBMs at Bosrovian population centres
immediately DEFCON 1 was declared, reserving the bombers and SLBMs to try to take out Bosrovian
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silos and airfields as they were identified. Once we detected the mass launch of Bosrovian ICBMs we
switched our silos to ABM mode, then had an agonising wait while the silos converted (a very long 3
minutes 40 seconds). The ABMs came on line just too late to save the Freedonian capital and the major
cities on the East and West coasts, but thereafter proved surprisingly effective in intercepting incoming
missiles. We had the consolation that most of those that got through after the switch were hitting cities
that had already been destroyed in the first strikes.
Bosrovia by contrast did not switch from ICBM to ABM launches and expended all its missiles, so
eventually was forced to capitulate. The losses came to about 50m in Bosrovia and 40m in Freedonia,
rather more than General “Buck” Turgidson’s estimate of “ten to twenty million dead, tops”.
Using a computer game in this way certainly added atmosphere– the map projected on the wall showing
missile tracks gave a strong “Dr Strangelove” feel to the game. But it had its limitations as well,
principally that we knew that there was nothing we could do to stop the game progressing to the DEFCON
1. As a result neither side attempted any sort of negotiation or contact with the other until the Bosrovian
surrender. However, thinking on both sides was perhaps trammelled by the assumption that the other
would launch its attack as soon as DEFCON 1 was reached, and the possibility of holding back on an allout launch and trying to negotiate a cease-fire was not given much, if any, thought. Perhaps with a larger
team including a civilian political element such a debate might have emerged.

“Aquila” and “Bocage Battle” Onside Reports by Andy Grainger
At the Design Conference in October 2007 I looked again at 'Aquila', an Army level game about Julius
Caesar's invasion of Gaul in 52BC. This did not go too badly and as the game seemed to stand up I thought
I would tidy up my old computer files, dig out the boxes of 6mm figures from my loft and put it on again.
And as I was looking for the Romans and Gauls I also found my plastic toolbox of 25mm WW2 figures
and decided to put on 'Bocage Battle' as well. 'Bocage Battle' was a platoon level game set in Normandy
that I had designed following a game on this subject presented by Phil Barker of Wargames Research
Group (WRG) in the late 1980's.
Putting on these games was a slightly odd experience as, although I thought that both games stood up
reasonably well, they seemed to show that we had different preoccupations twenty years ago.
Both games used figures on a tabletop but differed from many other games of that era in that they were
highly period specific and they used an umpire to administer the rules. The players got a play sheet from
which they could see how far they could move, fire their weapons, command their forces, and so on, but
the combat and morale tables were hidden from them. Nowadays I think that we would tend to have the
players administer the rules themselves but in those days I was very conscious that most figure games were
completely open with both sides being able to see everything. My reading at the time (and subsequently)
revealed that the greatest factor in war was the lack of information available to a commander and the need
to assess carefully what little there was.
Additionally, in those far-off days I was serving in the Territorial Army trying to protect you all from the
Soviet hordes massing in East Germany (!) In the various command posts it seemed to me that a
commander spent most of his time working out where his own men were and what they were doing or
could do; he spent relatively little time working out what the enemy was doing. In devising his own
deployments he had to pay far more attention to what his units could do (which was restricted by their
training and his ability to give orders to them) than in coming up with wizard wheezes or relying on some
latest technological or organisational gizmo because if the troops hadn't trained it probably wouldn't work.
With the passing years I therefore have more perspective on what I was trying to do. In 'Aquila' a
recognisably modern Roman army (i.e. a formation trained and commanded as a body) is aiming to destroy
an enemy which, whilst numerous, is composed of individuals rather than formed units. On the other hand
the Roman Army has limitations of its own – its tactical options are few (it can only fight in big solid
blocks), its supply columns are highly vulnerable and it has to win a battle quickly because in any contest
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based on muscle power it can only fight for a few hours. The Gauls have a completely different culture. As
they are a mass of individuals their commander actually needs to spend most of his time trying to
encourage his Army to stay together whilst being aware that unless he is very lucky he will not be able to
fight the Romans on equal terms.
All this meant that for both commanders the crucial decision was selecting a battlefield that would suit their
particular army. The 'Aquila' battle games that I fought out in Oct 07 and April 08 therefore suffered from a
lack of context although I was pleased that the particular features that I was looking at (the combat
mechanisms) did seem to work OK and the second game went much more quickly. I am grateful to those
who played for their participation and apologise that the critical decision – selecting the battlefield – was
rushed. The Romans would not have fought because the omens were particularly dreadful; they would have
chosen a different place or time – or both.
I designed 'Bocage Battle' following a WD session at COW presented by Phil Barker of WRG. At that time
WRG was the major commercial wargaming force and was characterised by entirely open figure games
using complex rules with an emphasis on weapon technology rather than 'soft' factors such as command
constraints, morale or period specificity. Phil and other members of WRG had been in WD for some years
and I remember that a number of us were interested to see how his exposure to WD would influence his
design; I think all of us were surprised that the answer appeared to be 'Not at all'. The two sides did deploy
in secret but after the first contact both were placed in clear sight on the table. There was comment about
some odd results generated by the combat rules but the overwhelming impression was one of unreality in
that after the first shot everyone could see everything else.
'Bocage Battle' was an attempt to revisit this level of game. Players became defined individuals - platoon
commanders – with particular units to command. They could give orders according to two menus, one for
themselves and one for their units. So players could Move, Give Orders or Motivate their troops whilst the
troops could Move (in various ways), Observe or Fire. There was a defined timescale. The defenders
(normally German) were subject to these rules but were run by an umpire. They were only put on the table
if they were spotted and the rules allowed for the possibility of the attackers seeing targets that were not
actually there.
The British Army of 1944 had some very specific characteristics at platoon level. It tended to be very risk
averse and forward movement was very dependent on the motivating qualities of the leader. This was not
always the case in units such as commandos, paratroops or particular infantry units and I would like to look
at other games of Bocage Battle in which players might take other roles within the platoon, as well as the
officer.
I will be interested to hear from the other players of the scenario (Dave Boundy, Martyn French and Rob
Cooper played the platoon commanders of C Company, 16th London Regt (Streatham Rifles) whilst Jim
played their opponents in the hedgerows) but I felt it went fairly well and we covered an hour's action in
slightly more than real time. It seemed to me to have a degree of realism – uncertainty, frustration and so
on – yet was not so bogged down that the game lost interest.
I think the only changes I might make are to base up the various groups e.g. rifle groups, LMG groups etc
to make them easier to use and also perhaps to give the NCO leaders some greater possibility of exerting an
influence.

“Bocage Battle” by Andy Grainger Offside report by Jim Wallman
What a blast from the past that was. I only dimly remember playing Bocage Battle with Andy in the olden
days (on one occasion involving Phil Barker at Paddy Griffith’s house) of the 1980s. Then again, these
days I only dimly remember what I had for breakfast!
In this game I got to play, as a plumpire (combined player / umpire) the German defence. Of course I
could see where all the British actually were, but I did my best to react as the rather unenthusiastic officer
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of a regular infantry platoon trying to hold up the allied advance, based on what my character was actually
personally aware of (i.e. precious little).
The Bocage is seen as difficult terrain for all concerned, but the very close range of the fighting, and the
unit fragmentation caused by the hedgerows makes defence a real challenge. The enemy can easily work
very close to the defender, and critical defensive weapons such as LMGs are very hard to site usefully – the
fields of fire being deeply limited in both range and coverage.
That said, because it is easy to move about without being observed, the defender is able to redeploy men
and run away to the next field before being overrun (hopefully).
Visibility and hidden movement are absolutely critical to this environment and Andy has reflected this, not
only in the umpired hidden movement aspect but also in the very simple and straightforward target location
rules. Firing, when it happened, was also simply handled and gave reasonable results, it seemed to me.
Of course, the best way of running this game is using three identical maps – British Player, German Player
and Umpire. The umpires then only put on what the players can see – making their own troops and the
enemy hidden when not in sight. I recall that we tried this as well back in the 1980s – it is a bit resource
intensive, but really creates an experience unlike any other. As Andy says in his article, one of the big
problems – especially in this terrain - is not knowing where your own people are – and reflecting this is
what makes the game.
I’d certainly welcome some more opportunities to play Bocage Battle as it’s one of the few ‘skirmish’
WW2 games that I’ve ever played that has anything at all of the flavour of the period as I’ve read of it.
Perhaps with less than a 20 year gap this time.

“Aquila” Offside Report by Andrew Hadley
‘Bird Intestines never lie’

I enjoyed this old-school umpire-moderated and somewhat opaque Romans vs. Gauls set piece. I
commanded the Roman left wing as the unfortunately named Labianus, with Trevor as Caesar facing off
against Rob’s screaming Gauls.
Sadly, Caesar did not take my advice to heed the omens and lied to the troops about the positioning of the
chicken entrails (doh!). Combined with Rob’s positive casting of the bones, we had the odds stacked as far
against us as possible. The Gauls smashed our trembling legionaries in frontal assaults until we broke and
ran. An ignominious end to the Roman Empire, if you ask me!
This was the second time I’d played Aquila and it seems to offer a great deal in terms of flexibility and
period flavour. Also, it’s always a pleasure to fight with toy soldiers. But remember: don’t fight unless the
omens are good.

“Interesting Times” Offside Report by Andy Grainger
A number of us played a faction of warlords in a scenario from an upcoming megagame – Interesting
Times – set in 1920's China by Dave Boundy and Brian Cameron. This is a period of which I think none of
us know anything and it may have been because of this that the session did not go quite as Brian and Dave
had intended although I hope that it was useful. The game looks as though there is plenty for players to do.
The key features of 1920's China appear to be that the country is governed by a mass of local rulers
(warlords). They are, in theory, appointed by the Central Govt but in practice it would be very difficult to
displace one if he did not want to go. This is because the rulers are formed into two factions although there
are some independents. The Central Govt has an effective but tiny regular army; the local rulers can raise
relatively large forces but they are mostly untrained and ill-equipped and no match for the Army, if it
should appear.
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The warlords collect local taxation and receive a subsidy from Central Govt. They use the money to secure
their position either by trying to enhance their forces or by trading in influence and favours. At first I found
that there was a lot to understand about the financial system but even I could work it out after a couple of
turns.
A particular cultural aspect of the times was that apparently warlords did not launch surprise attacks on
each other but announced the 'crimes' of their opponent, rallied support and then took action. Similar things
occurred in mediaeval Europe where battle was seen as the culminating point of a legal process. This
produced an interesting discussion at one point when one warlord built up a large army and attracted a preemptive strike from his opponents who sought legitimacy for their action. If this really was a feature of
contemporary politics it would be interesting to see it as part of the game. It would tend to restrict player
actions but then if it becomes too restrictive then 'rules' will be broken – as decisive commanders have done
throughout history. I would suggest that Brian and Dave need to look at this aspect carefully and study the
implications of it. There must be firm reasons why such a cultural norm is in place. If someone did create a
threat or the perception of one – this would be upsetting. What happened in such circumstances? My
suggestion is that armies were fragile and warlords did not want to encourage extensive fighting which
would threaten each other's fundamental interests. One would expect a negotiation rather than a battle. But
what really happened when one warlord attacked another in these circumstances?
It looks to be a classic megagame with all the skulduggery etc but it will be even better if Brian and Dave
can build in a distinctive cultural setting.

“Interesting Times” Onside Report by Brian Cameron
It was very kind of all the attendees to indulge Dave and myself and all attend a tryout for our Interesting
Times megagame. This provided us with ha real chance to get the feel of what typical numbers would be
like round one of the game maps at the actual game.
Some mechanism problems were quickly exposed but there did seem to be a good buzz. We need to work
over the rule system to be much clearer and better defined and decide whether we can really cover some of
the aspects we’d like to include. Similarly we need to give some thought to the man management problems
on the day in a game in which many players will be spending their day around the main maps.
Our thanks to all for all the thoughts and comments.

“Interesting Times” Offside Report by Jon Casey

CARRY ON UP THE YANGTSE
The beacons are always alight, fighting and marching never stop.
Men die in the field, slashing sword to sword;
The horses of the conquered neigh piteously to Heaven.
Crows and hawks peck for human guts,
Carry them in their beaks and hang them on the branches of withered trees.
Captains and soldiers are smeared on the bushes and grass;
The General schemed in vain.
Know therefore that the sword is a cursed thing
Which the wise man uses only if he must.
LI P O

Another megagame tryout, this one for Interesting Times, by Mr Brian Cameron and Mr Dave Boundy.
The tryout focussed mainly on the mechanisms for raising, training and funding armies. The players
represented warlords who were either aligned with one of two factions or independent. The tryout seemed
to demonstrate that with the revenues available it would be very difficult to raise, train and equip a really
sizeable force which could achieve clear superiority over rival forces. In the tryout the faction of which I
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was part co-operated fairly reasonably on pooling resources and agreeing strategy, but it remains to be seen
whether this will happen in the megagame.
(Actually we were probably more successful in agreeing a
strategy than in implementing it)
One feature which became noticeable was the importance we all attached to securing the support of the few
national army divisions, or at least ensuring that they did not support the other faction. As a result we were
all paying huge bribes to the division commanders. I think that Brian and Dave reached the conclusion
that these should be player roles rather than umpire controlled as originally intended, and there’s certainly a
game there if the roles are cast carefully.

“Interesting Times” Offside Report by Jim Wallman
An interesting game test of part of the system Dave and Brian will be using for their Chinese Warlords
megagame later this year. They have done a lot of original research for this, and it shows in their grasp of
the period and the way they have distilled that into a workable game structure.
As is common with CLWG sessions, there was a lot of commentary on various of the mechanisms used,
the way players interact and the general structure – all of which was constructive and I’m sure they will
take on many of the better ideas to help finish off what seems to me to be a thoroughly workable
megagame.
The main challenge I think they have will be describing the historical background and culture in the game
briefings without running to hundreds of pages. I don’t envy them that!
I’m certainly looking forward to being involved in what is inherently both a complex and open-ended
political game.

“Interesting Times” Offside Report by Andrew Hadley
‘Carry on up the Yangtze’

This play test of the forthcoming megagame showed a lot of progress, but still some unresolved issues.
Brian and Dave clearly opted for a primarily political game with little in the way of economic or regional
nuance (i.e. all the regions are pretty much the same). The disadvantage with this approach, I feel, is that
there is only so much room for political players, and a lot of those at the megagame will be quickly isolated
and marginalised.
Having said that, there was a lot that worked well – the combat system is unforgiving and doesn’t offer
much to comfort those with smaller or weaker armies. This pretty much means the game is power politics
and not much else – there isn’t really any room for good generalship or sound provincial management. The
economic system was simple but functional and seemed to offer some incentives to discuss and
compromise between factions and players.
One thing I suggest is looked at further before the final game is the ‘no surprise attacks’ rule and the order
of play. If the research shows that attacks took a while to prepare, then both sides should have the chance to
raise troops before combat is joined and after ‘denunciations’. Limiting the number of troops that can be
raised would be one of ensuring that huge swings in army size are not possible (I’d suggest 3 per province,
perhaps with some provinces having a higher limit).
As usual, the sequential/simultaneous movement is a bit odd. I’d suggest impulses where each faction
moves. This would also help differentiate between the factions more. It also would remove the need for
writing down movement orders in advance.
I’m not convinced this will offer real choices for 40+ players for a whole day. The system is too
unforgiving to allow for comebacks or to give the underdog hope of victory. Thus I suspect the game is
really about what the faction leaders and large army commanders decide to do in the first few turns.
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“Interesting Times” Offside Report by Mukul Patel
A very interesting and challenging game for both designers and players, set in the time or 1920s or early
30s China, it concentrates on the fates of the so called Chinese Warlords. It made me wonder afterwards
about who were these Warlords? Were they new people or bureaucrats, heads of great families, army men,
intellectuals, bandits or whatever? I was also a bit surprised as most players needed these Warlords not to
launch perfidious sneaky attacks but had to go through a slow formal move to conflict, It made me think `
just how honourable they were in their political dealings. This session was a really useful look at game
mechanics and some of the cultural hurdles players like me will have to cross: That was a hint!

“Weird and Brilliant Devilry” Onside report by Jim Wallman
Despite having playing in my Blitz fire fighting games before, I had a good number of takers for this latest
game idea. Basically it is a development of a discussion I had at the last design conference – dealing with
the operational level of control of London’s fire fighting resources. In this game, each of the inner London
fire districts is shown on a gridded map of London, and the real-life resources represented by counters for
‘units’ of pumps. There is a player (or ideally more than one player) per District, and a team of players
representing the main headquarters.
The game is played in hourly turns, covering an overnight period of about 8 hours.
The game is one of resource allocation. Reports come in to the District HQ indicating the location and
severity of fires in their district – they then allocate resources to that. Inevitably, on any given night, some
districts are more heavily hit than others, so the main HQ has to make redeployment decisions between
districts, or even call in fire-fighters from outside London.
In this test I felt that the basic game concept works as a game – and my thanks to the patience of the players
to see it through. The main mistake was in the fire fighting rules themselves, I was a little too harsh here –
making it unrealistically hard to extinguish fires (I originally thought it was too easy and toughened up the
fires, but over-compensated) – I’ve worked out where it went wrong – this has now been altered so that
there is a much better chance of lower intensity fires being put out. All I need now is an opportunity to
play again.

“Weird and Brilliant Devilry” Offside Report by Jon Casey
O early one morning I walked out like Agag
Early one morning to walk through the fire
Dodging the pythons that leaked on the pavements
With tinkle of glasses and tangle of wire;
When grimed to the eyebrows I met an old fireman
Who looked at me wryly and thus he did say:
‘The streets of Laredo are closed to all traffic,
We won’t never master this joker today.
‘O hold the branch tightly and wield the axe brightly,
The bank is in powder, the banker’s in hell,
But loot is still free on the streets of Laredo
And when we drive home we drive home on the bell.’ ....
LOUIS MACNEICE

Having previously given us Blitz fire fighting at the tactical level, Jim has turned his attention to an
operational game at the level of the London Fire Brigade and its District HQs. The concept of the game is
fairly straightforward – each player is in charge of one of the LFB Districts (4 of the 6 Districts were
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played on this occasion) and has resources in the form of various units of varying fire-fighting value (e.g.
LFB fire engine 3 FFV points, AFS trailer pump 1 FFV point). A Regional HQ team co-ordinates aid
between Districts and allocates additional units from its reserve and from neighbouring brigades. Fires in
a grid square are contained or put out if enough units are allocated; otherwise they will increase and may
spread. Factors such as the presence or absence of senior officers, loss of water pressure, destruction of
engines or stations etc affect the effectiveness of the fire-fighting effort.
I assisted Jim in umpiring the game, and soon found that C District – the East End – was so busy that I
spent most of the game at their table. As C District Control, Graham Hockley was certainly under pressure
the whole time, even when Adam Rutherford was moved from F District to assist. I’m not sure how much
of a game there was for the players in the quieter Districts.
Despite valiant efforts, the fires in the East End rapidly got out of control and began spreading – in fact,
they would have escalated much more quickly if I had not inadvertently omitted to apply the rules for loss
of water pressure and casualties properly. In the post game debrief Jim recognised that the tables need
revising to reduce the chance of fires getting so rapidly out of hand.
I would also suggest two other modifications. The first is that the map makes no distinction about the
value of the various squares. For example, one of the major fires was in grid square C10. In reality this
area contained most of Victoria Park, the Bryant & May match factory, some light engineering works, and
housing. Despite the fact that one of those houses was later to be where I grew up, it seems unlikely that
this area would have been as high a priority for the LFB as, say, the Docks, the City or Woolwich Arsenal.
Perhaps a simple classification of High, Medium or Low priority might be useful – and might also be
reflected in a modifier to the rate at which fires would grow if not checked.
Linked to this is the option of having a concentration of units to cover anticipated high risk targets before
the night’s bombing begins. In the tryout units from outside London appeared after the fires began, while
in fact many were pre-positioned in readiness.
Overall, a promising first try for what with a bit of refinement should be a challenging and absorbing game.
It brought back happy memories of playing on bomb sites in grid squares C10, C11, D10 and D11.
Oh – one last thing. I give up, Jim, where’s the quote from?

“The Great Prize” Onside Report by Andrew Hadley
Celts, Normans and Danes, oh my’

I’ve been working on my ‘Come one and Eorl’ game about 11th Century English politics for a few years
now, and wanted to try and make some progress with the interaction of England with its neighbours. This
was really a design session where I was trying to decide if the foreign powers should or could be played, or
if it was better to have the interactions determined by a process.
The difficulty with this part of the wider game is the network effects of any major impact. Weakening the
Danish state would have a series of interconnected effects on its neighbours and this is complicated to
replicate without a lot of book-keeping and iterations.
England was at the centre of the European diplomatic and political system at this time, owing to its wealth
and its central position. Edward’s government was part of at least two major continental coalitions aimed at
destroying the power of the piratical counts of Flanders, and al the major landowning families had some
sort of marriage or blood connection to other European royalty.
The key events in the 1040-1066 period all seem to involve outsiders, and often exiled members of royal or
committal houses. In 1042 Edward returned from exile in Normandy to claim the English throne. In 1050-2
Godwine and his family were exiled and then returned successfully, probably because no-one wanted a
civil war, in 1055 and1058 Ælfgar of Mercia managed to return from dispossession with the aid of Welsh
and Irish allies, and possibly even the assistance of the King of Norway! In 1066 both Norman and
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Norwegian claimants landed to dispute the throne with Godwine’s son Harold. So external contacts were
absolutely crucial in English politics.
We had some very useful discussions with some useful conclusions:
• The system for foreign interactions has to be focused on player outcomes/choices
• Each country would have a number of factions with which English factions could place ‘influence’
counters
• These factional charts would show the stability and strength of each country
• Separate stability and other charts could be dropped
• Ownership of specific regions could be indicated with counters i.e. ‘Brittany’
• The mechanisms of exile and marriage needed more detail
• Factional influence would dictate what players could expect from a country
• Event cards would vary the factional influence totals, potentially leading to changes in government
• The ‘influence’ counters ought to have some use outside foreign countries to give players additional
choices
• The role of the church ought to be especially important here
• A system for military interventions is needed
So the resulting charts might look something like this (although with counters instead of text for influence
and faction strength
Level of influence
Level 4

Faction 1

Level 3
Level 2
Level 1

Cerdic
Godwine / Cerdic
Godwine / Cerdic

DANISH
FACTION
Denmark strength 5

Cnut’s family
Strength 4

Faction 2

Effect
Possible invasion (if total
control)
Possible raids
Godwine
Possible mercenaries
Godwine / Cerdic / Possible exile
Siward
Possible intervention
Pagan old-school
Control +2 from nearest
Strength 2
challenger
If +4 then total control
(allows invasion)
If no control then civil war
– can intervene

So currently the house of Cerdic could incite Cnut’s family (who are in control) to mount raids on their
behalf, with a strength of 9 men. The house of Godwine’s influence with the Pagan old-school faction
counts for little as they are not in charge. However, they could still hire Danish mercenaries, seek exile or
intervene if a civil war was to start.

“The Great Prize” Offside Report by Brian Cameron
England in the eleventh century

This game/design session looked at mechanisms for generating foreign intervention and coping with the
multiplicities of protagonists involved. I must admit to knowing very little about the period but it does look
like quite an interesting game. I think Andrew ended up with a possible system where players had
influence in the foreign countries based on family connections and could then try and increase their
influence as part of their player actions. With sufficient influence they could then try and get the foreign
country to do a policy option. A deck of event cards would generate random events to prevent it being too
predictable. This seemed much better than umpire control (which can appear arbitrary to players) or
charts/tracks which require a lot of die rolling and gives the players more options. Although it could be
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quite a lot of work to generate the outlines for nine (I think) foreign countries, it would be possible to try
out the system with a generic chart and se if it worked. Andrew has kindly offered to run the game at the
July meeting.

The Great Prize Offside Report by Jon Casey
It were this way- one day in October
The Duke, who were always a toff,
Having no battles on at the moment
Had given his lads a day off.
They had all taken boats to go fishing,
When some chap in t’Conqueror’s ear
Said ‘Let’s go and put breeze up the Saxons;’
Said Bill – ‘By gum, that’s an idea.’
Then turning around to his soldiers,
He lifted his big Norman voice,
Shouting – ‘Hands up who’s coming to England.’
That was swank ‘cos they hadn’t no choice.
MARRIOTT EDGAR

Not quite the right period – Andrew’s session looked at how foreign intervention in the domestic politics of
Anglo-Saxon England might be triggered in the period up to about 1050.
This was a fascinating
discussion, not least for Andrew’s ability to remember who married whose widow, and I was only
prevented from contributing more by my total ignorance of the period in question (though on second
thoughts, that doesn’t usually stop me…). Andrew seemed to move from his original idea of having a
mechanistic, umpire controlled system to trigger intervention towards giving players the option of trying to
induce intervention in their support by foreign factions with whom they have links. Unfortunately owing
to time constraints we did not have the opportunity to develop and test such a system.

“Barricades and Borders” Onside Report by Brian Cameron
One more step in my intermittent development of this game which covers political, industrial and military
development in the second half of the nineteenth century (a narrowly focused game…).
This time I wanted to look at the possible interactions of the major powers with various small states,
drawing on parallels with Italy and the Balkan states (I’m still using generic major powers though one day I
will get around to putting them in the historical positions of France, etc). This seems to have real potential
and I was able to develop this section of the rules. We encountered some problems with the detail of the
rules but this is gradually being ironed out. To fill the empty slot on the last part of Sunday afternoon I ran
another game with a slightly different group of players and it was quite a different game with the players
placing more effort being on developing the military (we even had a war!).
Possibly the difficult parts of the game are the range of options and the mechanisms for two aspects of the
game (political unrest and military development) each involve a table with eight modifiers which seems to
be quite a challenge for most players to work through but I’m not sure how to simplify it further. I’ve now
put a table in which shows the player their income to save them calculating it. I’m also thinking of giving
players counters as various circumstances occur so they can just roll against their total number of counters
instead of having to go through a table.
Its still a long game, needing a good half day, particularly with those new to the system and I’ll try and
speed it up in May by getting the players to work through some of the actions simultaneously though this
may loose some of the interaction between players.
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“Barricades and Borders” Offside Report by Jon Casey
We don’t want to fight, but, by jingo, if we do,
We’ve got the ships, we’ve got the men, we’ve got the money too.
G. W. HUNT

Brian ran this game twice during the weekend and I took part in the second run on Sunday. The basic
concept of the game will be familiar to most if not all in CLWG but Brian has tweaked the system a bit.
As ever, players represent countries and have to take decisions about investment in developing political
reform, industrial capacity, levels of military or naval technology and building armies and fleets. In this
version the played states were abstracted so as to avoid what Brian described as the “That wouldn’t happen
in France” syndrome.
I shattered the peace of Europe by declaring war on the pretext that my country had been unfairly excluded
from trade agreements entered into by the other players. In fact I wanted to see how the war system
worked. It worked very well- for my opponent.
The trade agreement system does perhaps need reconsideration, since it now does not require the
expenditure of an action or money to enter a trade agreement, and it gives players “something for nothing”.
It seems inevitable that all players will try to get into a trade agreement as soon as possible, which with an
odd number of players and a limitation to one trade agreement per player means someone gets left out.
I’d suggest removing the limitation but making each subsequent agreement more expensive to enter.

“Barricades and Borders” Offside Report by Andrew Hadley
I suppose you were (sneers) elected’

This was a very entertaining abstract game about the changes in the 19th Century. I thought the interrelation of social, technological and economic change was really interesting and the mechanisms worked
really well. The only thing I found a bit difficult to get hold of was the geography – we all seemed to be
interconnected and able to access everywhere. Having a map might help players understand their relations
to each other and perhaps generate additional flash-points or disputes.
I think this sort of system has a lot of mileage and would be interested to see it developed further. I can see
why it has been abstracted but think it needs a bit of grounding in a fictional reality. The additional of
religion might also be interesting – it could act as a further drag on the pace of change by rewarding
conservative rule…
I particularly enjoyed the role playing that the abstract system seemed to generate, and goading reactionary
King Grainger with the success of my liberal democracy was very satisfying!.

“Barricades and Borders” Offside Report by Mukul Patel
I enjoyed this game about the development of the some fictitious big nations of Europe of a few centuries
ago, perhaps from Post Napoleonic times onwards. With a stylised look at their social, political, technical
development from autocratic peasant empires to maybe democratic industrial wastelands, it has a set of
very simple yet ever developing rules, which seem a little daunting or sluggish at first, but soon gets going.
It creates a lot of banter and jockeying between the players. The game just needs a little more game time to
develop than a 2 hour slot. Often we broke into discussions on rules and ideas. I have no doubt that we will
more such debates and tweaks to this game as it develops further. One apparent weakness in the game may
be simplicity and the players’ ability to "break" open the rules. I don’t think this is a problem, because the
simplicity of the game is an asset. Perhaps the danger lies in making the game too complicated and fiddly,
which would not promote player interaction.
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“Barricades & Borders” (twice) Offside Report by Andy Grainger
This games looks at European political, social and military development from about 1840 in four year
turns. Again it is simple to play with the European rulers seeking to increase their power without
threatening the social order. The game has been fictionalised as Brian had found that earlier games
provoked huge debates on the lines of 'this would never have happened in France / Prussia' etc. This takes
away these distractions whilst still leaving lots of scope for players to pursue different strategies. In each
game I sought to play an Austria / Russia style country in which political reform was repressed whilst the
economy and military were built up gradually. But this is very difficult and I felt that the game was biased
against right-thinking rulers aiming to preserve the social order in favour of revolutionary governments
which recklessly offered their mobs a say in how they were run. Again, an ambitious but classic design
from Dr Cameron.

“Weird War Two” Onside report by Brian Cameron
This is quite a developed game now and Jim has prepared some good props so it was really nice to give it a
full scale trial with all the teams played, indeed all twelve present of Saturday evening wanted to play so
we had teams of two for each nation. I thought it was an entertaining evening, twelve players round the
table, lots of convivial banter and some good play. .

“Weird War Two” by Brian Cameron Offside report by Jim Wallman
Another run of Brian Cameron’s instant classic game of weirdness, super heroics and wonder technology
set in World War II. This was the first time we’d played with not only a player per country, but a team of
two players per country. This made a very different game to previous runs as there was much more banter,
entertainment and bad jokes this time. It also altered the way the teams built their weapons. As usual,
cooperation was at a minimum – but there was a tiny bit more of it on the Allied side and I think that is
why the Allies won with the American ‘Little Miss Sunshine’ jet super-bombers. I am reminded of
Howard Hughes’ Hercules transport – if only it had been completed before 1947.
The only game suggestion I have is to increase slightly the number of item cards distributed each turn from
3 to 5 or 6. This would speed up play a little and encourage more wonder weapon building.
Whichever way its played, this game is a winner, and I will be ordering my copy from Hamleys in time for
Christmas 2008. (Seriously, its at least as good as – probably better - than the ‘Marvel Super Heroes’
board game for ‘feel’ and has the benefit of comprehensible rules).
Now all Brian has to do is write the ‘Mystical Weirdness’ version and the ‘Cold War’ version.

“Weird War Two” by Brian Cameron Offside Report by Andrew Hadley
‘Captain Fascismo beaten by a girl – again?’

This game has been progressing steadily in the last few years. This most recent version was well-thought
through and thoroughly enjoyable, although I’m not convinced you need 12 players – 6 would be more
than enough.
The map system seems to have the right balance now, with a number of areas but not so many that you get
lost. The hero on hero combat could do with a little more nuance but works pretty well. The item gathering
and lab design seems well-balanced and we were constantly faced with real choices (probably my key
requirement for assessing games).
I liked the blueprint cards for the super-weapons but I think a bit more thought could go into the actual
war-winning chart. I’d suggest that there is one rather than 3, as not enough weapons get built for this to
matter. And some clarity on the impact of the super-weapons would help. It might be worth simply
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requiring each side to accumulate war points or terror points, with a threshold to win, and both defensive
and offensive weapons can be built. This would give more of a sense of competition and the need to
respond. The different war ‘fronts’ didn’t add much.
The kit was good – I liked the hero cards and the bases, but I’d suggest that these are kept with the player
rather than placed on the map as it got rather cluttered and confusing at times.

“Weird War Two” by Brian Cameron Offside Report by Andy Grainger
As tried at the October Design weekend and on other occasions. The production values were stronger than
in October last year but otherwise the design had changed little. A mix of 1930's secret agents (I suggest
Bulldog Drummond, Sapper and Biggles as the British agents rather than the rather American style names)
and superheroes are out to disrupt the super weapon programmes of the Axis of Evil whilst their own
boffins research even more deadly ones.
The big difference between this game and the October one was that this time we had players for each of the
six separate countries whereas last time players often had to manage two countries. This allowed them to
co-ordinate better and use one country to do the research whilst the other did all the Indiana Jones stuff
with the agents. Nevertheless, this time, the allies co-ordinated well (despite not communicating) and
comfortably defeated the Axis powers with the 'Little Miss Sunshine' strategic jet bomber produced in the
USA. The Axis powers had a gigantic robot on the drawing board but nothing more whilst Trevor and I in
Britain concentrated on enhancing our agents with a range of James Bond type enhancements which really
clobbered the Axis secret bases. We only started the Golliwog (a/k/a Robertsons) ECW jammer to
strengthen our post-war political position.
The game lasted about two hours, if I recall, and is expected to be in the shops for Christmas (this year).

“Renaissance & Reformation” Onside Report by Brian Cameron |
I’m really not sure how I managed to run this game back in the days of Riggendale Church Hall as there
wasn’t much of a system! Although we played a couple of turns it really became much more of discussion
about my megagame in 2009. Habsburgs Ascendant has really revived my interest in the ‘renaissance’
period and I want to do a game just as Protestantism starts. The period has a great background with the
dynastic wars fought between Habsburgs and Valois, mainly in Italy, and the Turkish threat to Europe. As
I want to do four year turns so that the game spans almost a quarter of a century, the mechanisms will have
to be quite different form the old game but we had an interesting discussion on how to handle various
aspects. Andrew came up with the interesting idea of the map having theatres of war marked with a track
which indicated the progress of the war – for example the Balkans track would have Vienna at one end and
Constantinople at the other, with various locations such as Hungary in between. Its an interesting idea
which I’ll explore.

“Renaissance & Reformation” by Brian Cameron Offside Report by Andrew Hadley
‘It’s the Turks, stupid’

A brilliant session. Good balance of power politics and military decisions, combined with religion
(although we were too busy caught up in bashing the Turks to worry about transubstantiation or
predestination).
I thought the fleet costs were a bit steep but otherwise the balance seemed to be about right. Perhaps one
could reduce the operating cost for armies and fleets if in friendly territory or near a friendly base.
It might also help to produce some cards or choices for players to help them focus on the religious side of
the game, as otherwise it’s really a three way struggle between France, Turkey and the Hapsburgs. The
Pope and the ‘Lutheran’ player could gain a limited number of cards each turn with which they could
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reward players or create religious discord. These could perhaps be enhanced or countered by players’
decisions.
For example, Luther plays ‘strength of faith’ on a German protestant army, giving it a re-roll in combat.
This is boosted by the existence of a protestant theocracy in Saxony (where the army is located), so the rerolled dice gains a +1. However, the Imperial army facing the Protestants has been boosted by a ‘Papal
Legate’ card which cancels the effect of ‘strength of faith’.
This would give the religious players more weight with the ‘great’ powers without making them rich or
militarily strong in their own right. The same cards could also be used to influence areas instead of combat
effects, for example, playing ‘strength of faith’ could be used to give a 10% conversion chance rather than
a combat bonus…
A fascinating period and a very interesting game. Looking forward to seeing where Brian takes this one
and happy to help brainstorm the religious game which I think is vital as well as really thought-provoking.

“Renaissance & Reformation” Offside Report by Andy Grainger
This was another return to an old game – Brian producing a hand-drawn and coloured game map which
dated to the 1970's. Players took the roles of the main European rulers – Emperor Charles V, the Pope,
Sultan Suleiman the Magnificent, Frederick of the Palatinate, Francis I of France and Henry VIII. They all
have a list of objectives and the more resources they have the more difficult they are to fulfil. There is a
simple resource allocation system, area-based movement and combat. It is simple to play but the strategies
and decisions are complex. As Charles V I decided to gamble my resources on a crusade against the Turks
in the Balkans which I hoped would bring Catholic opinion on my side (which I'm not sure it did) although
Francis I did come onside which surprised me. We relieved the Hungarians but then I was defeated and
captured by the Turks in the climactic battle near Budapest. This stretched Brian's system to its limits as
no-one had been so unlucky or incompetent in real life though it did seem very much the sort of thing that
might have happened for real.
The politics and religious conflicts of the 16th century have always made it the historical period I find the
most difficult but I thought this game brought the period to life in what may be an elderly but also a classic
design. I hope Brian develops it.

“Mystery by Gaslight” Offside Report by Jon Casey

PIG AND NEEDLE IN THE JACK
Stand up and fight
Until you hear the bell.
Stand toe to toe,
Trade blow for blow.
Keep punchin' till you make your punches tell,
Show that crowd what you know.
Until you hear that bell,
That final bell,
Stand up and fight like hell!
OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN II

John’s game was a try-out for his megagame Mystery by Gaslight set in an 1890s East End pub. Although
John stated the pub was in Whitechapel I think it really belongs in that generic East End beloved of
Hollywood, which despite living in the area for 30 years I could never quite place. We may safely assume
that the surrounding streets are shrouded in perpetual fog, that the haze of tobacco (and/or opium) smoke
inside will be almost as thick as the pea-souper outside, that all the ladies of easy virtue frequenting the
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establishment have hearts of gold, that Russian anarchists will be plotting their latest bomb outrage in the
back room, that jolly Jack Tars and sinister Lascars will be rubbing shoulders at the bar, that when a
customer is hurled through the plate glass window he will arise without a scratch….no doubt you get the
picture.
The tryout focussed on John’s system for resolving fights. This involved each player indicating on a
record card his intentions as to which parts of his opponent’s body he would attack and which parts of his
own anatomy he would defend. Blows would either be blocked or get though, reducing either toughness or
combat ability.
We tried this system both for a bar brawl and a prize fight. The disadvantage for both was the amount of
time taken to resolve each round. I don’t know how significant a part of the megagame John intends prize
fighting to be (historically it wasn’t a major feature of the East End scene in the 1890s compared with such
entertaining pursuits as dog fighting, pigeon racing, falling down drunk and wife beating, not necessarily in
that order), but there could be a danger that it could slow down the rest of the game.
I think that we agreed that for pub brawls the system is much too complicated and could be replaced by
something as quick and simple as paper, scissors, stone. It depends how “realistic” John wants the game to
be, but having watched quite a lot of CCTV footage of real drunken “fights” the pattern seems to be either
a sudden attack on an unsuspecting victim or a period of aggressive posturing, followed by a short vicious
flurry of blows that puts the victim down, after which the victor can put the boot in at his leisure.
Although of course in Hollywood’s version pub fights go on for ages without anyone getting hurt….

“Neutral Zone” Offside Report by Jim Wallman
As some of you might know, I have a passing interest in science fiction games, and so wanted to see if
there was anything I could steal – er… I mean be inspired by – from Dillon’s game of starship design and
combat. The game has the twin benefit of being simple and fast. Ship design was on a pretty selfexplanatory proforma and allowed for the advantages and disadvantages of different ship classes. Players
designed classes of ship then set out a build programme, and the economic limit on what could be built was
the number of slipways available. Players then indicated when they’d like the war to start (late for players
building large complex and powerful ships or early for those of us with ‘cheap as chips’ fleets). Dillon
then revealed the war start of a certain number of turns of building.
The combat system was excellent and diceless – basically a simple guessing game modified by the number
of decoys a fleet could deploy versus the degree of scanning ability ships had.
Damage was pretty much all or nothing – either you had enough offensive firepower to destroy the target
ship or not.
The game we played generated some interesting ship design choices, and the diceless combat system was
subtle enough to bring out those differences. It was also sufficiently balanced that there was not obvious
correct optimum answer – though a lot of less optimal configurations. I certainly recommend it to anyone
who thinks that ship design games are dull, or that naval battles are boring drawn out shooting gallery
affairs – this will change your view.
I was impressed and immediately started thinking of ways of using the approach for a super fast play battle
game for The Universe campaign. I can’t help thinking it could also be used in an historical environment
(say late 19th century) as well.

“The Great Prize” Onside Report by Andrew Hadley
Celts, Normans and Danes, oh my’

I’ve been working on my ‘Come one and Eorl’ game about 11th Century English politics for a few years
now, and wanted to try and make some progress with the interaction of England with its neighbours. This
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was really a design session where I was trying to decide if the foreign powers should or could be played, or
if it was better to have the interactions determined by a process.
The difficulty with this part of the wider game is the network effects of any major impact. Weakening the
Danish state would have a series of interconnected effects on its neighbours and this is complicated to
replicate without a lot of book-keeping and iterations.
England was at the centre of the European diplomatic and political system at this time, owing to its wealth
and its central position. Edward’s government was part of at least two major continental coalitions aimed at
destroying the power of the piratical counts of Flanders, and al the major landowning families had some
sort of marriage or blood connection to other European royalty.
The key events in the 1040-1066 period all seem to involve outsiders, and often exiled members of royal or
committal houses. In 1042 Edward returned from exile in Normandy to claim the English throne. In 1050-2
Godwine and his family were exiled and then returned successfully, probably because no-one wanted a
civil war, in 1055 and1058 Ælfgar of Mercia managed to return from dispossession with the aid of Welsh
and Irish allies, and possibly even the assistance of the King of Norway! In 1066 both Norman and
Norwegian claimants landed to dispute the throne with Godwine’s son Harold. So external contacts were
absolutely crucial in English politics.
We had some very useful discussions with some useful conclusions:
• The system for foreign interactions has to be focused on player outcomes/choices
• Each country would have a number of factions with which English factions could place ‘influence’
counters
• These factional charts would show the stability and strength of each country
• Separate stability and other charts could be dropped
• Ownership of specific regions could be indicated with counters i.e. ‘Brittany’
• The mechanisms of exile and marriage needed more detail
• Factional influence would dictate what players could expect from a country
• Event cards would vary the factional influence totals, potentially leading to changes in government
• The ‘influence’ counters ought to have some use outside foreign countries to give players additional
choices
• The role of the church ought to be especially important here
• A system for military interventions is needed
So the resulting charts might look something like this (although with counters instead of text for influence
and faction strength
Level of influence
Level 4

Faction 1

Level 3
Level 2
Level 1

Cerdic
Godwine / Cerdic
Godwine / Cerdic

DANISH
FACTION
Denmark strength 5

Cnut’s family
Strength 4

Faction 2

Effect
Possible invasion (if total
control)
Possible raids
Godwine
Possible mercenaries
Godwine / Cerdic / Possible exile
Siward
Possible intervention
Pagan old-school
Control +2 from nearest
Strength 2
challenger
If +4 then total control
(allows invasion)
If no control then civil war
– can intervene
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So currently the house of Cerdic could incite Cnut’s family (who are in control) to mount raids on their
behalf, with a strength of 9 men. The house of Godwine’s influence with the Pagan old-school faction
counts for little as they are not in charge. However, they could still hire Danish mercenaries, seek exile or
intervene if a civil war was to start.

The Great Prize Offside Report by Jon Casey
It were this way- one day in October
The Duke, who were always a toff,
Having no battles on at the moment
Had given his lads a day off.
They had all taken boats to go fishing,
When some chap in t’Conqueror’s ear
Said ‘Let’s go and put breeze up the Saxons;’
Said Bill – ‘By gum, that’s an idea.’
Then turning around to his soldiers,
He lifted his big Norman voice,
Shouting – ‘Hands up who’s coming to England.’
That was swank ‘cos they hadn’t no choice.
MARRIOTT EDGAR

Not quite the right period – Andrew’s session looked at how foreign intervention in the domestic politics of
Anglo-Saxon England might be triggered in the period up to about 1050.
This was a fascinating
discussion, not least for Andrew’s ability to remember who married whose widow, and I was only
prevented from contributing more by my total ignorance of the period in question (though on second
thoughts, that doesn’t usually stop me…). Andrew seemed to move from his original idea of having a
mechanistic, umpire controlled system to trigger intervention towards giving players the option of trying to
induce intervention in their support by foreign factions with whom they have links. Unfortunately owing
to time constraints we did not have the opportunity to develop and test such a system.

Manga Review by Mukul Patel
I don’t know what Jim's take on Heroic samurai is. But by coincidence I
have had the privilege of reading a manga about a Japanese Sword
Master based on the book The Book of Five Rings: A Classic Text on
the Japanese Way of the Sword (Mass Market Paperback) by Miyamoto
Musashi (Author), Thomas Cleary (Translator). These manga are
without a doubt a bit legendry in their portrayal of journey that Tazeko,
half boy, half demon, half legend makes in becoming Musahi.
The manga, Vagabond, is illustrated in a very western realistic style, but
not always and never reverts to a cartoon style except at certain very
funny moments. It has lots of characters with distinct personalities that
change. This manga has one quality that I have not found in most serial
graphic art: a sense of power, (strength, speed thought and moral) that at
times that takes your breath away. I cannot give this book justice, as it is
way out there. There at least 28 English translation books, but a lot are in
Streatham library for you to borrow. This manga makes me really look
forward to Jim's game. Though of course Musahi was not a Samurai or
that heroic, at least not at the start…
You can access these manga at http://www.onemanga.com/Vagabond/
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Washington Conference – An American view by Brian Cameron
After reading Daniel’s account of the Washington Conference megagame in the last Military Muddling, I
had to write to present the US view.
I should preface this by saying that the US team started the game
by choosing the option that we would be happy with the
conference failing, as long as we convinced the American public
that we had a case for building a strong navy. I should also say
that you’ll wonder if we played the same game as Daniel. I
certainly do.
From the start it was clear that the UK and Japan were joined at
the hip – as I expressed it, talking to one was the same as talking
to both. It thus didn’t look like the Anglo-Japanese treaty would
be ending any time soon which enabled us to represent the
position to Congress and the public as intransigence on their part and a clear threat to US interests in China
and the Pacific.
My only experience with the French / Daniel was while I was talking to the Italians. I was at the Italian
table when Daniel sat down and harangued me about reparations. In return for nothing we seemed to be
expected to make huge concessions on these. I’d already had a laugh when Neil as a member of the UK
team had come with a proposal that instead of Germany paying France, France paying the UK and the UK
paying the US (as the debts were historically), that we should collect the money directly from Germany.
Its not often that I feel sorry for Neil but I did then, I couldn’t help wondering who thought we’d be stupid
enough to agree to such a deal. I pointed out that we’d lent the UK the money and expected to be paid by
the UK; where they got the money from was their problem. We’ll come back to reparations later.
We’d already had the UK sound us out about the Dutch joining the UK-Japanese alliance. I’d made it clear
it would be regarded as a threat to US interests and that naval ratios would have to change as it would be a
strengthening of that alliance.
The next thing we heard was that France had joined the alliance. This was an astounding move in the
middle of a conference engaged in multi-lateral diplomacy. It was all the more astonishing as a clearly
anti-US alliance had been concluded on US soil (I might mention that it was always disputed by the Italians
that it wasn’t an anti-US alliance but who else was there for possible opposition?). Given that Briand (the
leader of the French delegation) had ended up in trouble in real life I was rather surprised that his home
government didn’t intervene. It had, after all, struck me as having been signed in a fit of pique
immediately after we’d rebuffed their demands on reparations. It was also a strange form of negotiation. If
they were hoping for concessions then threatening such a thing could make sense; once the deal was done
we were out of options except to cave in. I’m not much of a one for caving in. I’d rather die in the act of
taking my enemy with me. And at this stage the UK and France had joined Japan as enemies.
Now I have to say that at this point I also had to wear my Megagame Makers hat. Because, given this
move, which couldn’t have been more offensive to America, I would otherwise have appealed to the
President (in the form of the umpires) to suspend the conference and send them all back to their home
countries. This would, however, have ended the game early in the afternoon, which wasn’t what people
had come for. I felt we could just play on and build up the case for a strong navy. The sheer implausibility
was pretty well a game-buster for me personally though.
The argument about naval ratios now became even more charged as the balance had changed yet again,
with a need for proportionately more US naval strength.
Then the French and Italians decided to effectively declare war! The game became even more surreal
when they concluded a pact which guaranteed freedom of passage in the Mediterranean for only those
nations who were members of the League of Nations. Another anti-US measure in total contravention of
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international law! Yet more European aggression to be presented to congress and the US public. I was, by
the way, quite surprised to find that the US seemed to be the only team who gave the press a release every
turn but I suppose we were more engaged with public perception at home than others.
We came to the conclusion that the idea was that, after the two treaties, America would go to the other
teams, beg for a deal and offer lots of concessions. Given our strategy of the conference failing this was
unlikely but I couldn’t see how anyone at the time (or indeed at any other period), with any sense of
national pride could have done so. We certainly weren’t going to.
Now Neil seemed very unhappy about how the diplomacy was going and we tried to strike up a deal; I
suppose it was a somewhat irrational desire to please players who had come for an agreement. The US
team also thought that if we got a deal on decent terms we could present it as a triumph for American
diplomacy. It would have to be a radical revision, with the Anglo-Japanese-French defensive alliance
becoming, at best, a non-aggression pact with all nations participating, an open door policy with China and
reasonable naval strengths. It became clear that Gareth, as head of the UK delegation and de facto leader
of the alliance, was not going to make any concessions even when I explained the limits of what I could get
through congress so no deal was done.
I have to say that we went away happy. There was clearly an anti-US compact and the US would have to
have the naval strength to oppose it. Dave, as umpire, could see no problem with swinging a big increase
in naval budget through congress and the public. As he commented, the lights would be burning late in the
Pentagon as they dusted off the war plans! I suspect there would have to be an increase in the army budget
as well. Our grandfathers could tell tales of the War of 1812 and British invasions from Canada. The other
teams were happy, as per Daniel’s account they seemed to think they had triumphed over the US even
though it wasn’t what they had come to the conference for.
What of the future? Well the Europeans had apparently had a quick meeting in Geneva and agreed a cut in
naval strength (presumably to levels they could afford) which we thought would be greeted with pleasure
in the US - having just agreed an anti-US pact they were then cutting their strength – we thought it would
play well. Doubtless there might be problems with getting the UK to pay its debts but pressure could be
brought to bear. And future diplomacy? We certainly thought that one thrust would be to depict Germany
as the ‘Victim of Versailles’ (it had been negotiated by Democrats!) needing backing in paying much,
much reduced reparations to, oh, yes, France. After all, we could portray our former allies, who’d we just
rescued from their own folly, as turning against us; it shouldn’t be difficult to capitalise on the perception
in many quarters that Germany had been harshly treated. At the very least I would have thought it
plausible that the US could make it clear that it would turn a blind eye to infringements by Germany.
Perhaps they’d be interested in some of the fine products of the American armaments industry? (Its worth
thinking in terms of the real life consequences in games, rather than regarding them as a one-off game.)
And a huge ‘Buy American’ campaign to try and cut imports.
Doubtless there would be war. And doubtless the Japanese would end up clashing with the UK, the UK
has such a strong presence in China that its bound to be a problem as Japan expands there. And the US
would have a strong fleet for when we pushed Japan into war by economic sanctions. I doubt we’d be
bailing out the Europeans any time soon though obviously we couldn’t have a Europe dominated by
Germany. Its also interesting to speculate about the economy. With increased taxes would the speculative
bubble have been reduced? With the armaments industry going at an increased pace would the impact of a
recession / depression be reduced?
It was definitely a game with very divided views on the outcome, as shown by Daniel’s write up last issue.
The Italians definitely thought we’d have a tough time getting anything through congress. My view was
that we’d have been lynched if we’d resisted any attempt to increase the naval budget. The main
achievement of the ‘allies’ seemed to be: prevention of a multi-lateral agreement; confirming the USA in
its isolationist policies; avoiding an open door policy in China (a valid objective for the UK and Japan) and
left the US free to build an navy it can get the support for. Despite the outcome and the game-buster early
in the day, it was a very enjoyable game, I don’t play often but very much enjoy the experience of doing so.
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Its interesting to speculate what would have happened had the US team chosen a more positive option, i.e.
one where we wanted a settlement. Given Daniel’s description of his strategy as ’brinksmanship’ (though I
think it was much more the policy of the senior partners of the UK and Japan), designed to extract
concessions and the similar line adapted by the other teams, I can’t see that the outcome would have been
very different – we’d seen their strategy when they thought we wanted a deal. There was no readiness to
compromise over open door with China, on naval numbers and, most importantly, they wanted a final
treaty which was a defensive alliance that we could have agreed to but wouldn’t have passed congress. In
effect, their position was one of no compromise, with the US having to make all the concessions. I’m not
sure how to brief differently for another run; even with the option for failure withdrawn from the US, if the
other teams took a similar tack to this time nothing like the historical agreements could be achieved.
I’ve suggested to Dave that there’s some good possibilities for a few ’alternative future’ games at CLWG
following on from the outcome of the megagame and it would be interesting to try and work some up.
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